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Empirical evidence suggests that consumers facing complex non-

linear prices often make choices based on average (not marginal)

prices. Given such behavior, we characterize a monopolist’s opti-

mal nonlinear price schedule. In contrast to the textbook setting,

nonlinear prices designed for “average-price bias” distort consump-

tion downward for consumers with the highest marginal utility and

typically feature quantity premia rather than quantity discounts.

These properties arise because the bias replaces consumer infor-

mation rents with “curvature rents.” Whether or not a monopolist

prefers consumers with average-price bias depends upon underlying

preferences and costs.
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The theory of optimal screening with privately-informed agents has been fruit-
fully applied to many settings, including optimal taxation (e.g., James Mirrlees
(1971)), second-degree price discrimination (e.g., Michael Mussa and Sherwin
Rosen (1978), Eric Maskin and John Riley (1984)), and regulation (e.g., David
Baron and Roger Myerson (1982)). In each case, a principal (e.g., tax author-
ity, monopolist, regulator) designs an optimal menu of choices (e.g., a nonlinear
schedule or tari↵) from which the agent selects. Importantly, it is assumed that
the agent rationally equates marginal benefit with marginal cost.
Suppose instead the agent has di�culty discerning the relevant margin from

the o↵ered nonlinear schedule and wrongly focuses on average price. What is the
optimal contract in light of this bias? We specialize this question to the setting
of monopoly nonlinear pricing, supposing that buyers wrongly consume where
marginal benefit equals average price – an error we call average-price bias. This
paper’s purpose is to understand how a strategic monopolist would exploit such
a bias, and to explore the welfare implications of such behavior.
Several papers document the presence of average-price bias in decision mak-

ing. In Koichiro Ito (2014), spatial discontinuities in electricity service areas in
California are used to identify consumers’ perceived prices; the paper finds that
average price explains short-run demand variations far better than marginal price.
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Blake Sha↵er (2018) finds additional supporting evidence in the British Columbia
electricity market.1 Laboratory evidence also documents a bias toward average
prices. Using a sample of MBA students instructed to choose between two in-
vestment decisions (one tax-free and one taxed), Charles de Bartolome (1995)
finds that most students fail to compute the correct marginal tax rate from the
provided tables, relying instead on the average rate.
The evidence to date of average-price bias is provocative, if not persuasive.2

While we provide a simple justification for such behavior based on the con-
sumer’s misspecification of the price schedule, our primary goal is not to rational-
ize average-price bias. Rather, our contribution is to take average-price bias as
an exogenous feature of consumer decision-making and examine the implications.
Combining the textbook model of monopoly nonlinear pricing with the assump-
tion of average-price bias, we find the mechanics of optimal nonlinear pricing
with average-price biased consumers are remarkably simple and in stark contrast
to the standard model. First, in a world with biased consumers, the monopolist
no longer faces a tradeo↵ between information-rent extraction and e�cient con-
sumption. Instead, because consumers e↵ectively perceive the monopolist’s total
price as a linear function of consumption, private information does not generate
information rents. That said, average-price biased consumers still earn consumer
surplus through what we call curvature rents. The monopolist’s desire to extract
curvature rents rather than information rents leads to significant di↵erences in the
shape of optimal nonlinear prices. For example, in a simple quadratic preference
model, the quantity discounts arising in Maskin and Riley (1984) are replaced
with quantity premia. Additionally, because average-price bias represents both
a cost and a benefit to the monopolist (i.e., curvature rents have replaced in-
formation rents), it is unclear whether a monopolist will prefer to face rational
consumers or those with bias. Indeed, with constant unit costs, quadratic utility,
and uniformly distributed preferences, we show that expected monopoly profits
and consumer surplus are equal across the regimes, although the quantity al-
locations and price schedules are remarkably di↵erent. We then introduce cost
nonlinearities to identify sources of variation in profit and surplus across the two
settings, illuminating the consequences of average-price bias on cost pass through.

Literature review
Several papers incorporate models of decision-making from behavioral eco-

nomics and psychology into standard contracting paradigms.3 Juan Carlos Car-
bajal and Je↵rey Ely (2016) and Jong Hee Hahn, et al. (2018), for example, in-
troduce loss aversion and reference-dependent preferences (as in Botond Köszegi
and Matthew Rabin (2006)) into a nonlinear pricing model. Our paper is in the
same spirit but focuses on average-price bias. More loosely related, the literature

1Sha↵er (2018) includes a richer model of consumer heterogeneity, allowing for multiple behavioral
types, and estimates 85% of behavioral types exhibit average-price bias.

2Je↵rey Liebman and Richard Zeckhauser (2004) provide additional evidence.
3Botond Köszegi (2014) provides a survey.
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on inattention and salience provides evidence that consumers are inattentive to
the correct prices: e.g., ignoring taxes that are not salient (Raj Chetty, Adam
Looney and Kory Kroft (2009)), treating shipping costs on eBay di↵erently from
product prices (Tanjim Hossain and John Morgan (2006)), ignoring fixed-price
o↵ers that are dominated by eBay auctions (Elrike Malmendier and Young Han
Lee (2011)), and for consumers who routinely purchase large sized products in
grocery stores, ignoring dominating price promotions on small-sized packages of
the same product (Sofronis Clerides and Pascal Courty (2017)).4

Two early papers are closely related to our investigation. Joel Sobel (1984)
considers naive “price-taking” buyers who are identical to our average-price biased
consumers, but assumes constant average costs and, importantly, that demand
becomes weakly more elastic as consumption increases. In contrast, our focus is on
the more natural setting where demand becomes less elastic moving downward
along the demand curve and where average costs are not necessarily constant.
Unlike Sobel (1984), whether bias raises or lowers profit, for example, depends
upon the economics of utility and costs. The working paper of Liebman and
Zeckhauser (2004) is also closely related.5 In their model, a monopolist sells to
a consumer with one of two possible types, but is constrained to use piecewise-
linear price schedules that originate from the origin. Given this restriction, the
monopolist always prefers selling to biased consumers relative to unbiased ones.
Such restricted schedules are suboptimal in the unbiased setting, however, as they
leave rent to the low-type consumer. We emphasize that neither Sobel (1984) nor
Liebman and Zeckhauser (2004) identify the key implication of average-price bias,
that consumer curvature rents are substituted for information rents.6 Illuminating
this substitution and its consequences for the firm’s optimal price schedule and
consumer allocations are the primary contributions of this paper.

I. The model

A. Preferences

We adopt a textbook model of nonlinear pricing by a monopolist. The firm’s
per-consumer cost is C(q) is convex, continuously di↵erentiable with C(0) = 0.

4Stefano Della Vigna (2009) surveys the evidence of limited attention, salience, and suboptimal
heuristics in field experiments. A related literature considers “unawareness” in contracts where the
agent may be unaware of contingencies and the principal may leave contracts incomplete, lest attention
be drawn to the unconsidered dimensions. See Emel Filiz-Obay (2012) for an example in the context of
insurance. In our setting, the consumer is unaware that the price schedule is nonlinear, but we do not
consider the possibility the price schedule could be used to alter this belief.

5Liebman and Zeckhauser refer to manifestations of average-price bias as “ironing.” Emmanuel Farhi
and Xavier Gabaix (2018) develop a general framework of optimal taxation with behavioral agents which
is su�ciently general that it embeds the model of Liebman and Zeckhauser (2004), as well as a list of
other well-studied heuristics and biases. We emphasize the specific implications of average-price bias, for
which the analysis in Liebman and Zeckhauser (2004) is more directly related.

6In an uncirculated working paper that was discovered late in the editorial process, Phuong Hô (2017)
takes a similar approach as ours to examine the implications of bias for nonlinear Ramsey-pricing. Phuong
(2017) does not note the replacement of information rents for curvature rents, as we have emphasized.
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The type-✓ consumer’s payo↵ is

u(q, ✓)� P (q),

where q 2 Q ⌘ [0, q̄] is the quantity (or quality) consumed, ✓ 2 ⇥ ⌘ [✓0, ✓1] is the
consumer’s type which is distributed according to a di↵erentiable, log-concave dis-
tribution, F , with density f , and P (q) is the total payment made to the firm for q
units.7 Wemake standard assumptions that u is thrice continuously di↵erentiable,
strictly concave in q, u✓(q, ✓) is nonnegative and bounded, and uq✓(q, ✓) > 0. The
familiar single-crossing property implies higher type consumers have a higher
marginal value of consumption. We normalize the consumer’s outside option to
zero, u(0, ✓) = 0.

Given unit price p, we denote the type-✓ consumer’s Marshallian demand func-
tion as

D(p, ✓) ⌘ argmax
q2Q

u(q, ✓)� pq,

and the corresponding inverse-demand function as p = uq(q, ✓). Throughout we
assume that the implied type-✓ consumer’s elasticity of demand,

"(q, ✓) ⌘ � uq(q, ✓)

uqq(q, ✓)q
> 0,

is nonincreasing in q.8

In what follows, it is useful to consider the artificial setting in which a firm
faces an unbiased consumer of known type ✓, but is forced to o↵er a linear price.
We will refer to this as a case of perfect third-degree price discrimination because
the firm can perfectly condition its linear price on ✓ and o↵er P (q | ✓) = p(✓)q to
a consumer of type ✓. The firm’s type-✓ revenue in this case is

R(q, ✓) = quq(q, ✓),

and the assumption that "(q, ✓) is non-increasing in q implies that the firm’s type-
✓ profit, R(q, ✓)� C(q), is single-peaked.9 For simplicity, we assume throughout

7We assume q̄ strictly exceeds the e�cient level of consumption for all types.
8A variety of demand functions satisfy this assumption including linear demand, log-linear demand,

p = a � bq� , and p = a � b ln q. The reverse assumption that elasticities weakly increase in q implausibly
requires that the demand curve is everywhere elastic and nowhere intersects either axis.

9Specifically, "q(q, ✓)  0 implies

uqqqq  �uqq

✓
1 +

1

"(q, ✓)

◆
,

hence

Rqq(q, ✓) = 2uqq + uqqqq  uqq

✓
1 �

1

"(q, ✓)

◆
,

which is negative for "(q, ✓) > 1. Because C0(q) � 0, the unique solution to the first-order condition
occurs in the strictly concave region.
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that marginal revenue is increasing in ✓, Rq✓(q, ✓) > 0.10

B. Optimal nonlinear pricing without bias

As a benchmark, consider the textbook model of nonlinear pricing. The firm
o↵ers the consumer a nonlinear price schedule, P : Q ! <+, in order to maximize
expected profits,

E✓ [P (q(✓))� C(q(✓))] ,

where
q(✓) 2 argmax

q2Q
u(q, ✓)� P (q).

Define the consumer surplus for the unbiased setting as

U⇤(✓) ⌘ max
q2Q

u(q, ✓)� P (q).11

As is well known, an allocation q(✓) is implementable by some nonlinear price
schedule if and only if q(·) is nondecreasing and U⇤0(✓) is equal to u✓(q(✓), ✓)
almost everywhere. The latter implies the consumer’s expected surplus is

E✓ [U
⇤(✓)] = U⇤(✓0) + E✓


u✓(q(✓), ✓)

1� F (✓)

f(✓)

�
,

which allows us to write expected profit (total surplus minus consumer surplus)
as

E✓ [⇧
⇤(✓)] = E✓


u(q(✓), ✓)� C(q(✓))� 1� F (✓)

f(✓)
u✓(q(✓), ✓)� U⇤(✓0)

�
.

Assuming the standard regularity conditions that the integrand is single-peaked
in q and exhibits increasing di↵erences over (q, ✓), the pointwise maximum of q
over ✓ is nondecreasing and represents the firm’s optimal allocation:

(1) q⇤(✓) = argmax
q2Q

u(q, ✓)� C(q)� 1� F (✓)

f(✓)
u✓(q, ✓).

The corresponding optimal nonlinear tari↵, P ⇤(q), is uniquely determined from
an envelope condition and a participation constraint. The solution exhibits three
properties:

1) No surplus at the bottom. The lowest-type consumer obtains zero surplus,
U⇤(✓0) = 0.

10Given uq✓ > 0, it is su�cient for Rq✓ > 0 that uqq✓ � 0.
11We use ⇤ to indicate variables related to the unbiased consumers and an overline to denote the

corresponding variables for biased consumers (e.g., biased consumer surplus is denoted U(✓)).
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2) No distortion at the top. The highest-type consumes e�ciently:

uq(q
⇤(✓1), ✓1) = C 0(q⇤(✓1)).

3) Quantity discounts. As noted by Maskin and Riley (1984), under mild
assumptions (e.g., C(q) = cq and u is quadratic) the price schedule exhibits
quantity discounts.

These properties are typically absent when consumers su↵er from average-price
bias.

II. Average-price bias

A. Behavioral Assumption of Average-Price Bias

We assume that consumers with average-price bias equate marginal utility with
the average price. Formally, for a given price schedule, P (q), a biased consumer
chooses output to satisfy

(2) q 2 argmax
q̃2Q

u(q̃, ✓)� P (q)

q
q̃,

when such a choice exists, and q = 0 otherwise.12

We have in mind that the consumer searches via trial and error to find a choice
of q for which her marginal utility equals her perception of the marginal price,
P (q)/q, leading to a demand which satisfies (2). Suppose, for example, that the
average-price biased consumer chooses q = D(p̃, ✓) given a perceived unit price
of p̃. If the resulting average price, P (q)/q, is greater than (resp., less than) the
consumer’s marginal utility, uq(q, ✓), we suppose that the consumer revises their
belief to a slightly higher (resp., lower) unit price and reduces (resp., increases)
consumption accordingly. This process repeats itself until reaching a consistent
consumption level that satisfies (2) or consumption is reduced to zero. Formally,
we can model such a tâtonnement by a process with steps indexed by t, requiring
at each stage of consideration for which q(t) > 0,

dq(t)

dt
= �

✓
uq(q(t), ✓)�

P (q(t))

q(t)

◆
=

�

q(t)
(R(q(t), ✓)� P (q(t))) , � > 0,

and dq(t)
dt = 0 if q(t) = 0. For this simple adjustment rule, wherever the price

schedule P (q) intersects the revenue function R(q, ✓) from below, the solution
to (2) is asymptotically stable. Given that P (·) is nondecreasing and R(q, ✓)
is decreasing in the inelastic region, at least one such stable solution exists if

12We assume that if there are multiple solutions to (2), then the monopolist’s preferred solution
is selected. This is inconsequential because the firm’s optimal price schedule never exhibits multiple,
positive solutions.
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uq(0, ✓) > P 0(0). Moreover, if only one such locally stable solution exists, then
the solution is globally stable when starting from any q > 0.13 If the price schedule
P (q) exceeds the revenue function R(q, ✓) for all q > 0, then the globally stable
solution to the adjustment process is q = 0.
A similar adjustment process can be founded as the result of misspecification

bias by an otherwise rational consumer. For example, suppose the consumer
repeatedly makes choices, using past, noisy consumption-price data to estimate
a misspecified model of linear pricing to inform the current choice. In a previous
version of this paper, we employed a simple normal-learning model as in Bengt
Holmström (1999) in which the consumer incorrectly believes P (qt) = (p+ ⌘t)qt,
where ⌘t is normally-distributed noise. Each period the consumer uses past data
to estimate p and then chooses qt to equate marginal utility to the current estimate
of unit price. Under some mild assumptions, consumption converges to a choice
satisfying (2). More generally, this is an example of a Berk-Nash equilibrium
as developed in Ignacio Esponda and Demian Pouzo (2016).14 In a Berk-Nash
equilibrium, the agent chooses an optimal strategy given their beliefs, and the
agent’s beliefs put probability one on the (possibly misspecified) set of subjective
distributions over consequences that are closest (in terms of Kullback-Leibler
divergence) to the true distribution. Thus, the consumer’s belief is required to
the the best estimate given the linear misspecification error. Esponda and Pouzo
(2016) provide a more general learning foundation for Berk-Nash equilibria which
is in the spirit of the normal-learning model previously sketched. We find the
notion that in the presence of misspecification bias, a consumer’s choice should
ultimately conform to a Berk-Nash equilibrium to be persuasive, and are unable to
find an alternative behavioral rule that both encapsulates the empirical evidence
of average-price bias and that is internally consistent.

B. Implementability and curvature rents

Given (2) is satisfied, we first determine which quantity allocations, q : ⇥ ! Q,
are implementable and the price schedules that implement them. Compared to
the setting with unbiased consumers, the answer is surprisingly straightforward.
The key is to note that for any type ✓, q(✓) > 0 can be implemented by o↵ering
a price P (q(✓)) such that

P (q(✓)) = uq(q(✓), ✓)q(✓).

The type-✓ consumer can be induced to choose any q > 0, in isolation, by choosing
a price schedule whose average price P (q)/q is equal to marginal utility, uq(q, ✓),
at q. Similarly, the monopolist can implement q(✓) = 0 for any type ✓ by fiat.

13When there is a single q̄ > 0 for which P (q̄) = R(q̄, ✓), it is necessarily the case that P intersects R
from below at q̄. Thus, R(q, ✓) > P (q) for all q 2 (0, q̄) and R(q, ✓) < P (q) for all q > q̄. Consequently,
convergence to q̄ arises for any starting point q > 0.

14Such an equilibrium is also known as a restricted perceptions learning equilibrium from the macroe-
conomics literature; see George Evans and Seppo Honkapohja (2001).
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Not every allocation mapping, q(·) : ⇥ ! Q is implementable because it is not
possible to implement the same q > 0 for two di↵erent types of consumers: e.g.,
P (q)/q = uq(q, ✓) implies P (q)/q 6= uq(q, ✓0) for ✓ 6= ✓0. Except for the infeasi-
bility of implementing pooling allocations for some q > 0, however, there are no
other restrictions. An allocation q(·) is implementable under average-price bias
if and only if it is fully separating over positive quantities. In such a case, the
implementing price schedule is

(3) P (q) =

(
uq(q,#(q))q for all q 2 q([✓0, ✓1]) and q > 0

1 otherwise

where #(q) = q�1(q) for q > 0.
Because u(q, ✓) is strictly concave, a consumer that equates marginal utility

to average price necessarily obtains surplus. To illustrate, define the di↵erence
between a consumer’s average utility and marginal utility by

�(q, ✓) ⌘ u(q, ✓)

q
� uq(q, ✓).

Because u is strictly concave, �(q, ✓) > 0 for q > 0. Consumer surplus, given (3),
is therefore

CS(q, ✓) = u(q, ✓)� P (q) = u(q, ✓)� uq(q, ✓)q = �(q, ✓)q.

We refer to �(q, ✓)q as the consumer’s curvature rent as it reflects the surplus a
consumer obtains due to diminishing marginal utility.15 Because of this curva-
ture rent, a consumer’s participation constraint is trivially satisfied. Indeed, if
q(✓0) > 0, then the lowest-type agent will earn a positive rent, unlike the standard
nonlinear pricing model.

C. Optimal nonlinear pricing with average-price bias

Given (3), finding the optimal nonlinear price under average-price bias is straight-
forward. The firm maximizes expected profit, subject only to (3) and a separation
requirement. We proceed by considering the relaxed program (ignoring separa-
tion) and verify that the solution does not induce pooling on positive outputs.
In the relaxed program, the firm chooses the allocation q pointwise in ✓ to

maximize

E✓ [P (q(✓))� C(q(✓))] = E✓ [uq(q(✓), ✓)q(✓)� C(q(✓))] .

This is exactly the same program as determining the optimal allocation under

15We use “curvature” to evoke the idea that nonlinear utility is the source of consumer surplus. This
di↵ers from the mathematical definition of curvature used in di↵erential geometry.
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perfect third-degree price discrimination. That is, it is as if the firm can price
conditionally on observed ✓, but the firm is restricted to o↵ering a linear price.
Given our assumption that demand elasticities "(q, ✓) are nonincreasing in q, the
solution to this program is determined by pointwise maximization. Given our
assumption that marginal revenue is increasing in ✓, the resulting allocation is
fully separating among purchasing consumers.16

PROPOSITION 1: The optimal allocation under average-price bias satisfies

(4) uq(q(✓), ✓)� C 0(q(✓)) = �uqq(q(✓), ✓)q(✓)

for q(✓) > 0 and q(✓) = 0 otherwise; the optimal price schedule is

(5) P (q) = uq(q,#(q))q,

where #(q) is the inverse of q(✓).

Several comparisons with the standard model are now available. First, the
optimal allocation is independent of the type distribution, F . As suggested above,
average-price bias eliminates the costs of incentive compatibility; information
rents (indicated by the inverse hazard rate of the type distribution) are no longer
earned by consumers.
Second, although there are no information rents, there are curvature rents. In-

deed, one can rewrite the firm’s expected profits as social surplus minus curvature
rents,

E✓ [u(q(✓), ✓)� C(q(✓))��(q(✓), ✓)q(✓)] ,

and thus interpret the first-order condition as a marginal tradeo↵ between e�cient
consumption and reducing such rents.
Third, for all types that consume, consumption is ine�cient – this is true even

for the highest type. This everywhere-downward distortion reflects the trade-
o↵ between e�ciency and curvature rents, in sharp contrast with the standard
nonlinear pricing model. Moreover, absent consumer fixed costs, the marginal
purchasing consumer is the same as in the first best. In other words, on the
extensive margin there is e�ciency at the bottom.
Fourth, the lowest consumer type with average-price bias has (weakly) higher

surplus than the same type in the unbiased setting. In the average-price bias
setting, the lowest-type consumer earns U(✓0) = �(q(✓0), ✓0)q(✓0). This is positive
if q(✓0) > 0 which arises if uq(0, ✓0) > C 0(0). The monopolist leaves rents to a
type-✓0 consumer because it cannot extract the agent’s surplus without raising
the agent’s perceived average price, leading to reductions in purchases.

16Di↵erentiating (4),

q0(✓) =
Rq✓(q(✓), ✓)

C00(q(✓)) � Rqq(q(✓), ✓)
> 0.
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Fifth, quantity premia are typically optimal. Recall that if u is quadratic and
unit cost is constant, then the optimal price schedule in the unbiased model
exhibits quantity discounts. In contrast, consider the optimal price schedule when
consumers have average-price bias. Letting #(q) represent the inverse allocation,
substituting (4) into (5) reveals

(6) P (q) = C 0(q)q � uqq(q,#(q))q
2.

If utility is quadratic and C 000(q) � 0, then P
00
(q) > 0 and there are quantity

premia rather than discounts. Intuitively, an increase in the true marginal price
raises the perceived marginal price less for high-consumption agents than low-
consumption agents, and so (ignoring terms above second-order) the firm will
want to exploit this misperception by increasing marginal prices with consump-
tion. Such quantity premia (or increasing block tari↵s) are a common feature
in electricity pricing, although prices are typically set without a singular profit
motive.17 Quantity premia are also observed in a variety of profit-maximizing set-
tings. Cellular phone plans historically featured higher marginal prices for min-
utes over a fixed monthly allocation, Michael Grubb (2015). Kenneth Manning,
David Sprott and Anthony Miyazaki (1998) find quantity surcharges in grocery
stores for 27 percent of the product brands o↵ering packages of multiple sizes.
And Yuri Levin, Mikhail Nediak and Andrei Bazhanov (2014) document airlines
selling multiple seats at average prices which exceed the single-priced ticket.
We have exceptionally clear empirical predictions across the two settings. In

the standard setting with rational consumers, nonlinear prices depend upon the
underlying distribution of types and typically (e.g., with preferences well approx-
imated by a quadratic function) exhibit quantity discounts with full e�ciency
for the highest-value consumer and no consumer surplus for the lowest types. In
contrast, when consumers exhibit average-price bias, the optimal nonlinear price
schedule does not depend upon the details of the type distribution, the schedule
typically exhibits increasing marginal prices, consumption is distorted downward
even for the highest-type consumer, and every consumer who purchases earns a
curvature rent.

III. Welfare comparisons

We are interested in how profits, consumer surplus and welfare di↵er across
the standard model and the average-price bias setting. If, for example, such a
bias reduces a firm’s profits, we might expect firms to mitigate its presence. If
such a bias reduces social welfare, changes in policy may be advisable. Given our
previous observation that optimal pricing under average-price bias is equivalent
to perfect third-degree price discrimination, welfare comparisons between set-
tings with unbiased and biased consumers are equivalent to comparisons between

17See Ito (2014) and Sha↵er (2018) for examples.
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second-degree and perfect third-degree price discrimination environments.
We have previously noted that the lowest-type consumer may earn a strictly

positive rent with average-price bias if q(✓0) > 0, implying that such consumers
do better compared to the standard model. This preference may not hold for
all consumers, however, as the slope of rent with respect to type may be flatter
in the bias setting. There is also ambiguity in terms of profits. In the bias
game, the monopolist eliminates all information rents, but at the cost of leaving
curvature rents. It is not a priori obvious which e↵ect will dominate.18 In order to
explore these di↵erent e↵ects, we investigate a model with quadratic preferences
and uniformly-distributed heterogeneity. We then illustrate how variations from
constant unit costs lead to very di↵erent welfare conclusions.

A. Results for Uniform-Quadratic Preferences

Consider the following uniform-quadratic model: (i) unit costs are constant,
(ii) consumers have linear demand curves with identical slopes but heterogene-
ity in the intercepts, and (iii) consumer heterogeneity is distributed uniformly.
Formally, assume C(q) = cq,

u(q, ✓) = ✓q � �

2
q2,

� > 0, and ✓ is uniformly distributed on [✓0, ✓1]. Consequently, the ✓-type con-
sumer’s demand curve is characterized by

p = ✓ � �q.

We also assume ✓1 > c > ✓0 so that it is ine�cient to serve all types.
In the standard model without bias, using (1),

(7) q⇤(✓) = argmax
q2Q

u(q, ✓)� cq � (✓1 � ✓)q =
1

�
max {0, 2✓ � ✓1 � c} ,

and the corresponding optimal nonlinear price is

(8) P ⇤(q) =
q

2

⇣
✓1 + c� �

2
q
⌘
.

Consumer surplus for type ✓ is

U⇤(✓) = max
q2Q

u(q, ✓)� P ⇤(q) =
1

4�
(max{0, 2✓ � ✓1 � c})2 ,

18Sobel (1984) assumes u(q, ✓) = ✓v(q), C(q) = cq and the elasticity of demand is nondecreasing in q,
which together imply that the firm prefers unbiased consumers. In a two-type consumer model, Liebman
and Zeckhauser (2004) consider a restriction on price schedules which causes the firm to prefer bias. We
demonstrate below that assuming demand elasticity magnitudes weakly decrease in q and allowing for
unrestricted price schedules, the firm’s preference for bias depends upon marginal utility and costs.
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with ex ante consumer surplus

CS⇤ = E[U⇤(✓)] =
(✓1 � c)3

24�(✓1 � ✓0)
.

Similarly, we compute the firm’s profit from a type-✓ consumer and its ex ante
expected profit using (7) and (8):

⇡⇤(✓) = P ⇤(q⇤(✓))� cq⇤(✓),

⇧⇤ = E[⇡⇤(✓)] =
(✓1 � c)3

12�(✓1 � ✓0)
.

Note that ⇧⇤ = 2CS⇤.
Now consider the average-price bias regime. The consumption allocation is

given by (4), which specializes to

(9) q(✓) = argmax
q2Q

(✓ � �q � c)q = max

⇢
0,

✓ � c

2�

�
,

and

(10) P (q) = cq + �q2.

The corresponding consumer surpluses and profits are

U(✓) =
1

8�
(max{0, ✓ � c})2 , CS = E[U(✓)] =

(✓1 � c)3

24�(✓1 � ✓0)
,

⇡(✓) =
1

4�
(max{0, ✓ � c})2, ⇧ = E[⇡(✓)] =

(✓1 � c)3

12�(✓1 � ✓0)
.

As in the case of unbiased consumers, expected profits are twice the expected
consumer surplus, ⇧ = 2CS. As is evident, these ex ante values are also equal
across the regimes. The expected benefit of eliminating information rents equals
the expected cost of curvature rents.

PROPOSITION 2: In the uniform-quadratic model,

⇧ = ⇧⇤, CS = CS⇤.

Although profits and consumer surpluses are equal across the regimes, we empha-
size that the optimal allocations in the two regimes are very di↵erent. Further-
more, the marginal non-participating consumer type under average-price bias,
✓ = c, coincides with the first-best marginal consumer, which is lower than the
marginal consumer in the standard setting, ✓ = 1

2 (c+ ✓1). Figure 1 illustrates
these di↵erences.
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1 2 3 4 5

1

2

3

4

qfb(�)

<latexit sha1_base64="ij8d3xIR1DRRrUEv03Fn8MfNWro=">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</latexit>

q⇤(�)

<latexit sha1_base64="KDByRUQ55fixySBnOoTDfEdYrV4=">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</latexit>

q(�)

<latexit sha1_base64="RLe+ChAYUSUHkyHvoaVEVWgnuhg=">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</latexit>

�

<latexit sha1_base64="6rVYqx6WGLr1UAEp5LWtXatYkFc=">AAAKqHicdZbdb9s2EMDV7qvVvtrtcS/e4gBZoQZ2kGEPQ4F8tOgKZGk+nMaBaRSkdLI5U6RCUYkzTv/AHve6/WP7b3ZSpMSmXBmwjvwdj8c7kieWCp6ZXu+/Bw8/+viTTz979Nj//Isvv/r6ydNv3mUq1yGchUooPWQ0A8ElnBluBAxTDTRhAs7ZbL/k51egM67kwNykME7oRPKYh9Rg17BLzBQM7b5/stbb7FVPpy30a2HNq5+j908f/0UiFeYJSBMKmmWjmEsqgv5WagK6ndIUdJBGsYH52EJoKNWm8MkJXOZcwxENZ3QCozCBeb83tjTJEmqmqJBnkN7CsjNW0mQBCmEUJAJtBRNN0ykP52WnmSblK7tJWCCpYZwFU1yiRjnoMJa053s76I9taRRkuMKbMloYyFkWhNxA1XzBRA5BrsV9a2yrWTTES/6OEqonXL7ob/a3fuJybCegEjD6ZnlVSS4M1+oaezODQREqpCKCOPOJzBMG+pqbKZcWXatSVNgMw1cKfpkrpQEXfiPApoLyslPCdd1vMSCFHdw2ilE9buwTNE9+xx2DCdqRNAF7rvSMy0mnShPaABnd+7G+G0W8HElFp/Y660xBg7++tBBMWEr/UMtBiDWGdhqAnODmnY4towxE4a9/4PGX/MfpeWFf4r/k9ZIXKG6yPEkLu1u927x+30dgiQpIElrYg+rlkpX9odKF3VdaCUGrLC4xGZVQRiscrZw4AdwPs2WQaoX+H+G/ylaMSzWXIU8FlDqNWGmECr2TkSWXEDE1L2yXTGMuBNlT8y4hjpJUBsN4SDIwCZd51uGOwnFhLcF0d44Lh7zZbxBKLXa6ADdOf2zxw0V+6PJBQweu5VcNeeWS3YbsumSvIXstP++8cEmkMDEErxFjS9GhbIhQ4WVZ3qXYjDtDVwWtDhvrLViRVaMam/MF+51Kde6qXtQ2LlyAx8o0M5+68C5pVc5QdYEd4KTlUUVsD9yBeJviNiaSMkEdlOUs4nGMNMVbilPhcFEOFBTPubtHdUn0KsLiwYI3g4J8v/ALFoAzbl5HpRWurAZZe92mRqaNTmvUiuNlDS5dcF2DaxdADcAFV0gIUyIqq5MS2EE1pBkXeOjdqFQl2FG/7XM0Xzd5ft2yEQus+RGt3SF1y9Ua1LwVYXYbrjsHVs9/BeHCNPfKq2cLVXPYUHITN5ENLEWHcml0McJSTSJOjUpH1bHBK3HyZ3et3x2750tCY6xfkF/q/VS137SzfwL1HmTMnpT4ZbkqDb9h11sshzihfmYJFvOE4sbDNwlK6UOKE63yFG/2cteHXIetKGgsI+gVHigs+OEMzwafTLH040cAucqwcIJ9vtnDT4aCkAVWkKBV3Wmarirw+PXWd7/V2sK7rc3+9ub28dbazkb9HffI+877wdvw+t7P3o73q3fknXmhJ7y/vX+8f/1n/pF/7l/cqj58UI/51lt6fPY/JTP9MA==</latexit>

Quantity
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Figure 1. First-best, Standard and Biased Allocations

Note: Allocations generated using ✓0 = 3, ✓1 = 5, c = 3.25, � = 1. First-best allocation, qfb(✓) =
max{0, ✓ � 3.25}; second-degree price discrimination allocation, q⇤(✓) = max{0, 2✓ � 8.25}; “average-
price bias” allocation, q(✓) = 1

2 max{0, ✓ � 3.25}.

B. Welfare for nonlinear costs

The result in Proposition 2 is knife-edge and relies, in part, on constant unit
costs. By changing the cost function to be either strictly convex or to contain a
fixed cost, we will arrive at di↵erent comparisons across the regimes. If marginal
costs are strictly increasing, for example, the firm can more easily pass on marginal
costs to biased consumers (who spread the increases across all units) than to
unbiased consumers (who correctly perceive the marginal price increase). As such,
the introduction of strictly increasing marginal costs leads firms to prefer biased
consumers over rational ones. The introduction of a fixed cost has the opposite
e↵ect. Because a fixed cost cannot be passed along to a biased consumer without
leading to the perception that the marginal price is higher, the introduction of a
fixed cost will lead firms to earn lower profits with biased consumers than rational
ones.
To provide the precise details for the above argument, we consider a more gen-

eral cost function C(q) = c0+ cq+ c2
2 q

2 and explore the relative impacts of c0 > 0
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and c2 > 0 on surplus and profit.

Strictly convex costs: Suppose that c0 = 0 but c2 > 0; i.e., the cost function
is strictly convex with C(0) = 0. The previous analysis easily extends to this
setting, albeit with slightly more complex expressions. We summarize these in
the following proposition.

PROPOSITION 3: In the quadratic-uniform setting with C(q) = cq + c2
2 q

2
, for

all c2 2 (0, �),
d

dc2

�
⇧�⇧⇤� > 0,

d

dc2

�
CS � CS⇤� < 0,

d

dc2

�
⇧+ CS �⇧⇤ � CS⇤� > 0.

An increase in c2 lowers profit and consumer surplus in both regimes, but such
an increase adversely impacts profits less (and consumer surplus more) under
average-price bias than in the unbiased setting. An increase in c2 by dc2 raises
marginal cost by q dc2. In either setting, the firm increases the marginal price for
higher outputs in response. In the standard setting,

P ⇤(q) =
q

2

✓
✓1 + c+

c2 � �

2
q

◆
,

and thus
d

dc2
P ⇤0(q) =

q

2
;

half of the increase in marginal cost is passed along to unbiased consumers in
higher marginal prices. In the case of average-price bias, however, increases in
the price margin are less salient and a greater amount of the marginal cost increase
is passed along:

P (q) = cq + (� + c2)q
2,

and thus
d

dc2
P

0
(q) = 2q.

Although marginal pass-through is higher, the consumer perceives only half as
much pass-through of the marginal cost increase:

d

dc2

✓
P (q)

q

◆
= q.

It follows that a slight convexity in costs will tilt a firm toward a preference for
consumers with average-price bias. The reverse is the case for changes in fixed
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per-consumer costs.

Fixed costs: Suppose that marginal costs are constant, but there is a positive
per-consumer fixed cost: c0 > 0. We assume that c0 is su�ciently small that
it remains optimal to sell to a measure of types under either regime. With the
introduction of a fixed cost, the optimal choice of the marginal purchasing type in
each regime requires an additional condition. In the standard model, the marginal
consumer is the type for which virtual surplus is zero; in the bias setting, the
marginal consumer is the type for which the firm’s profit is zero. Care must
be taken in when deriving comparisons because both q⇤(✓) and q(✓) will exhibit
positive jumps at these respective marginal types. Nonetheless, computing a
general comparative static result for c0 is straightforward if c0 is not too large
relative to the marginal surplus generated by sales to the highest type.19

PROPOSITION 4: In the quadratic-uniform setting with C(q) = c0 + cq, for c0
su�ciently small

d

dc0

�
⇧�⇧⇤� < 0,

d

dc0

�
CS � CS⇤� > 0,

d

dc0

�
⇧+ CS �⇧⇤ � CS⇤� < 0.

The introduction of a small fixed cost reduces profitability and consumer surplus,
but such a cost increase adversely impacts profits more (and consumer surplus
less) under average-price bias than in the textbook setting. Fixed costs can be
easily passed onto rational consumers with increases in the fixed component of a
price schedule, but introducing a fixed increase in P will be misunderstood as an
increase in marginal price for consumers with average-price bias. Consequently,
less of the fixed fee will be passed along to biased consumers which is evident in
the price functions:

P ⇤(q) =

(
1
2

�
c0 + q(✓1 + c)� �

2 q
2
�

if q �
q

2c0
�

1 otherwise,

P (q) =

(
cq + �q2 if q �

q
co
�

1 otherwise.

Half the fixed cost is passed along to rational consumers, yet it is absorbed by
the firm serving average-price biased consumers.

19It is su�cient that (2 +
p
2)

p
c0� < ✓1 � c.
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IV. Extensions

A few extensions suggest themselves. First, it is plausible that the population
of consumers contains some who are unbiased and others that su↵er from average-
price bias. This is certainly consistent with the experimental work in de Bartolome
(1996) and in recent work by Sha↵er (2018) which identified distinct behavioral
types. How should the firm alter its nonlinear price schedule if it must o↵er the
same schedule to all consumers? Second, given a model of adaptive consumer
learning with misspecification, how should the firm manipulate the consumer on
the path to a steady state? In a fully dynamic model, the firm may find it optimal
to depart from the steady-state contract in Proposition 1 to increase profits by
manipulating the consumer’s learning dynamics.
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Mathematical Appendix

Proof of Proposition 3:

The standard model: Maximizing virtual surplus pointwise yields

q⇤(✓) = max

⇢
0,

2✓ � c� ✓1
� + c2

�
.

For participating types, the inverse allocation is

#⇤(q) =
c+ q(� + c2) + ✓1

2
.

The marginal consumer’s type is determined by q⇤(✓⇤) = 0, if such a type exists,
or ✓⇤ = ✓0, otherwise.

✓⇤ = max

⇢
✓0,

c+ ✓1
2

�
.

The optimal price schedule is obtained by integrating the consumer’s marginal
utility function:

P ⇤(q) =

Z q

0
uq(x,#

⇤(x))dx =
q

2

✓
✓1 + c+

c2 � �

2
q

◆
.

Direct computations yield

U⇤(✓) = u(q⇤(✓), ✓)� P ⇤(q⇤(✓)) =
(c+ ✓1 � 2✓)2

4(� + c2)
.

⇡⇤(✓) = u(q⇤(✓), ✓)� C(q⇤(✓))� U⇤(✓) =
(c+ 2✓ � 3✓1)(c+ ✓1 � 2✓)

4(� + c2)
.

Integrating over the interval [✓⇤, ✓1] yields

CS⇤ =

Z ✓1

✓⇤
U⇤(✓)d✓ =

(✓1 � c)3

24(� + c2)(✓1 � ✓0)
,

⇧⇤ =

Z ✓1

✓⇤
⇡⇤(✓)d✓ =

(✓1 � c)3

12(� + c2)(✓1 � ✓0)
.

Average-price bias: For all purchasing consumers, the optimal allocation satisfies
(4)

q(✓) = max

⇢
0,

✓ � c

2� + c2

�
,
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with associated inverse allocation for q > 0

#(q) = c+ (c2 + 2�)q.

Because c > ✓0, the marginally-participating type is ✓ = c. Following (6), the
optimal price schedule is

P (q) = cq + (� + c2)q
2.

Consumer surplus for type ✓ is

U(✓) = u(q(✓), ✓)� P (q(✓)) =
�(✓ � c)2

2(2� + c2)2
,

and profit is

⇡(✓) = P (q(✓))� C(q(✓)) =
(✓ � c)2

2(2� + c2)
.

Integrating over the interval [✓, ✓1] yields

CS =

Z ✓1

✓
U(✓)d✓ =

�(✓1 � c)3

6(✓1 � ✓0)(2� + c2)
,

⇧ =

Z ✓1

✓
⇡(✓)d✓ =

(✓1 � c)3

6(✓1 � ✓0)(2� + c2)
.

Combining the surplus expressions for the two regimes, we obtain

⇧�⇧⇤ =
c2(✓1 � c)3

12(✓1 � ✓0)(2� + c2)(� + c2)
,

CS � CS⇤ = � c22(✓1 � c)3

24(✓1 � ✓0)(2� + c2)2(� + c2)
,

(⇧+ CS)� (⇧⇤ + CS⇤) =
c2(4� + c2)(✓1 � c)3

24(✓1 � ✓0)(2� + c2)2(� + c2)
.

Di↵erentiating with respect to c2,

d

dc2

�
⇧�⇧⇤� = (2�2 � c22)(✓1 � c)3

12(✓1 � ✓0)(2� + c2)2(� + c2)2
,

d

dc2

�
CS � CS⇤� = c2(c22 � 2c2� � 4�2)(✓1 � c)3

24(✓1 � ✓0)(2� + c2)3(� + c2)2
,
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d

dc2

�
⇧+ CS �⇧⇤ � CS⇤� = (8�3 � 6c22� � c32)(✓1 � c)3

24(✓1 � ✓0)(2� + c2)3(� + c2)2
.

Noting that ✓1 > c, we have the following relationships:

d

dc2

�
⇧�⇧⇤� > 0 () c2 <

p
2�,

d

dc2

�
CS � CS⇤� < 0 () c22 � 2c2� � 4�2 < 0,

d

dc2

�
⇧+ CS �⇧⇤ � CS⇤� > 0 () 8�3 > c22(c2 + 6�).

By assumption, c2 < �, and all three inequalities are satisfied. ⇤

Proof of Proposition 4:

The standard model: As in the linear-cost case, participating consumers choose

q⇤(✓) =
2✓ � c� ✓1

�
,

with inverse allocation

#⇤(q) =
c+ q� + ✓1

2
.

The marginal consumer type is determined by setting virtual surplus to zero:

u(q⇤(✓⇤), ✓⇤)� cq⇤(✓⇤)� (✓1 � ✓)q⇤(✓⇤) = c0.

Solving for ✓⇤, we obtain

✓⇤ =
c+ ✓1 +

p
2�c0

2
;

✓⇤ < ✓1 by assumption. The marginal type chooses q⇤(✓⇤) =
q

2c0
� . The optimal

allocation is

q⇤(✓) =

(
2✓�c�✓1

� if ✓ � ✓⇤

0 otherwise.

We compute the price schedule by integrating the consumer’s marginal utility:

P ⇤(q) = u(q⇤(✓⇤), ✓⇤) +

Z q

q⇤(✓⇤)
uq(x,#

⇤(x))dx =
1

2
c0 +

q

2
(✓1 + c)� �

4
q2.

Type-✓ consumer surplus and profit are therefore

U⇤(✓) = u(q⇤(✓), ✓)� P ⇤(q⇤(✓)) =
(2✓ � ✓1 � c)2

4�
� c0

2
,
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⇡⇤(✓) = u(q⇤(✓), ✓)� C(q⇤(✓))� U⇤(✓) =
1

4�
((3✓1 � 2✓ � c)(2✓ � ✓1 � c))� c0

2
.

Integrating over the interval [✓⇤, ✓1] yields

CS⇤ =

Z ✓1

✓⇤
U⇤(✓)d✓ =

4
p
2(c0�)

3
2 + (✓1 � c)3 � 6c0�(✓1 � c)

24�(✓1 � ✓0)
,

⇧⇤ =

Z ✓1

✓⇤
⇡⇤(✓)d✓ =

4
p
2(c0�)

3
2 + (✓1 � c)3 � 6c0�(✓1 � c)

12�(✓1 � ✓0)
.

Average-price bias: Because c0 doesn’t impact the intensive margin, the optimal
allocation for participating consumers under average-price bias satisfies

q(✓) =
✓ � c

2�
,

with associated inverse allocation

#(q) = c+ 2�q.

The profit and surplus earned for participating types are

⇡(✓) =
(✓ � c)2

4�
� c0,

U(✓) =
(✓ � c)2

8�
.

The marginal consumer is the type for which ⇡(✓) = 0,

✓ = c+ 2
p
c0�;

✓ < ✓1 by assumption. The marginal type chooses q(✓) =
q

c0
� . Integrating over

the interval [✓, ✓1] yields

CS =

Z ✓1

✓
U(✓)d✓ =

(✓1 � c)3 � 8(c0�)
3
2

24�(✓1 � ✓0)
,

⇧ =

Z ✓1

✓
⇡(✓)d✓ =

16(c0�)
3
2 + (✓1 � c)3 � 12c0�(✓1 � c)

12�(✓1 � ✓0)
.
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Combining the surplus expressions for the two regimes yields

⇧�⇧⇤ =
c0((8� 2

p
2)
p
c0� � 3(✓1 � c))

6(✓1 � ✓0)
,

CS � CS⇤ =
c0(3(✓1 � c)� (4 + 2

p
2)
p
c0�)

12(✓1 � ✓0)
,

(⇧+ CS)� (⇧⇤ + CS⇤) =
c0((4� 2

p
2)
p
c0� � (✓1 � c))

4(✓1 � ✓0)
.

Di↵erentiating with respect to c0,

d

dc0

�
⇧�⇧⇤� =

(4�
p
2)
p
c0� � (✓1 � c)

2(✓1 � ✓0)
,

d

dc0

�
CS � CS⇤� =

(✓1 � c)� (2 +
p
2)
p
c0�

4(✓1 � ✓0)
,

d

dc0

�
⇧+ CS �⇧⇤ � CS⇤� =

3(2�
p
2)
p
c0� � (✓1 � c)

4(✓1 � ✓0)
.

Noting that ✓1 > c,

d

dc0

�
⇧�⇧⇤� < 0 () (4�

p
2)
p
c0� < ✓1 � c,

d

dc0

�
CS � CS⇤� > 0 () (2 +

p
2)
p
c0� < ✓1 � c,

d

dc0

�
⇧+ CS �⇧⇤ � CS⇤� < 0 () 3(2�

p
2)
p
c0� < ✓1 � c,

which are satisfied for c0 su�ciently small. ⇤


